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Abstract—The Train Unit Shunting Problem (TUSP) is a difficult sequential decision making problem faced by Dutch Railways (NS). Current heuristic solutions under study at NS fall short in accounting for uncertainty during plan execution and do not efficiently support replanning. Furthermore, the resulting plans lack consistency. We approach the TUSP by formulating it as a Markov Decision Process and develop an image-like state space representation that allows us to develop a Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) solution. The Deep Q-Network efficiently reduces the state space and develops an on-line strategy for the TUSP capable of dealing with uncertainty and delivering significantly more consistent solutions compared to approaches currently being developed by NS.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Dutch Railways (NS) manage a fleet of around 2750 carriages with which they operate about 4800 daily train rides. During peak hours, most of the carriages are in use. However, at night and off peak hours, the NS needs to cope with a surplus of ‘rolling stock’ (trains). Therefore, they are stored at night and off peak hours, the NS needs to cope with a
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(DRL) field, where RL and Deep Learning (DL) are combined, have shown that strategies can be derived for difficult problems where imperfect information is available [4][5][6]. As the TUSP is a sequential decision making process with delayed rewards, i.e., parking a train in front of another could lead to infeasible solutions later on, DRL is a suitable technique to address this problem. More specifically, since the TUSP is linked to a fixed physical infrastructure, we apply the DQN [5] which is able to take advantage of spatial relations when mapping images to values of actions.

In this paper, we model the TUSP as a Markov Decision Process for which we design a visual state representation for the TUSP together with an appropriate action space and reward function (Section IV). To incorporate uncertainty, we assume that at each time step \( t \) we only know the train compositions of the first \( m_a \) arrival and the first \( m_d \) departure events. For arrival and departure events further in the future, we only know the total number of carriages. At time \( t \) we do not know the train type (and composition) of those trains.

We train a DQN agent using real-world instances generated by NS, and then compare the consistency of the plans generated by the DQN agent to those generated by the local search approach [2], using an entropy metric to measure the uncertainty of the parking location of each train type when occurring at different positions in the arriving sequence (Sections V and VI). We find that at a small cost in terms of a lower number of solved instances, the DRL agent is able to find much more consistent strategies than the local search approach. This shows Deep Reinforcement Learning proves to be a promising technique to explore further in the context of sequential decision making problems in Operations Research.

II. TUSP FORMULATION

This research focuses on a limited version of the Train Unit Shunting Problem without service activities. A fictional shunting yard layout is used that is a simplified ‘shuffleboard’ structure, which also occurs in practice. In such an infrastructure the shunting yard consists of \( n \) dead-ended tracks with different lengths on which trains can be parked. In our experiments we will assume \( n = 9 \).

Central to the TUSP are trains. Trains can be composed of one or more train units of the same type, which are a set of carriages that form a self-propelling vehicle that can drive in both directions. Of the same train unit type, there exist multiple subtypes, where the subtype indicates how many carriages the train unit consists of. Fig. 2 shows the two subtypes VIRM4 and VIRM6 of the train type VIRM.

In this research we assume train compositions of a maximum of two train units and we assume there exist two train types (SLT and VIRM), which have the subtypes (SLT4, SLT6) and (VIRM4, VIRM6). Under these assumptions, there exist 10 unique train compositions in which trains can arrive at the shunting yard. For the departures, we assume that all trains consist of only one train unit. Implicitly, this means that if a combination of train units arrives, we directly decouple them after they are parked, since all departing trains will be separate train units. In our setting, it is not possible to relocate a train temporarily from one track to another.

This restricted setting leaves us with the problem of finding 1) an assignment of all the arriving trains to parking tracks in such a way that no violation of track lengths occurs, and 2) an assignment of parked trains to departing services such that the correct type of train is assigned to the departing service and that all assigned trains have an unobstructed path to leave (no other trains are blocking the way out).

The following elements define one instance of the TUSP: 1) a timetable consisting of planned arrival of trains (both the composition and specific train units are specified), 2) a timetable consisting of required departures of trains (here only the composition is defined), and 3) a physical layout of a shunting yard.

The fact that for departures only the composition is defined implies that we are free to choose which exact train unit of the defined type we will assign to the departing service. So, if we have two VIRM4 train units on our shunting yard and one VIRM4 is requested, we are free to choose which one will leave for this service.

As mentioned in the introduction, we include uncertainty in our formulation by assuming that at each time step \( t \) we only know the train compositions of the first \( m_a \) arrival and the first \( m_d \) departure events. In our experiments we assume \( m_a = m_d = 5 \).

III. (DEEP) REINFORCEMENT LEARNING FRAMEWORK

Central to the Reinforcement Learning (RL) framework is an agent (actor) that is interacting with a certain environment. The agent observes the current state of the environment \( s \) and decides which action \( a \) to take. As a result, the environment moves to a new state \( s' \). At this point, the environment provides a reward \( r \) for the action taken. The goal of the agent is to optimize its actions in order to achieve the highest cumulative reward over the relevant time horizon. Since the agent does not know anything about the environment, it can only learn from the rewards it observes during training. We refer to [7] for a more detailed introduction to RL.

Q-learning [8] is a tabular RL algorithm that assumes that the state-action space can be explored fully [9]. For each possible state and action pair, \((s,a)\), Q-learning learns an estimate \( \hat{Q}(s,a) \) of the optimal state-action value \( Q^*(s,a) \). It has been shown that these estimates converge to the optimal values \( Q^*(s,a) \) under the appropriate settings. However, as all state-action values need to be estimated separately, this is not practical in large state spaces.

Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) combines Deep Learning with RL, for instance by using deep neural networks
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as a function approximator for the Q-values of each state-action pair. This enables generalization from seen states to unseen states. However, using function approximation in the RL framework is known to be unstable. This is a result of the fact that RL by design collects correlated samples and the fact that targets are non-stationary, whereas deep neural networks rely on the assumptions of i.i.d. data distributions and stationary targets.

The Deep Q-Network (DQN) by [5] addresses these issues by using two techniques. First, they introduce experience replay, where the agent’s experiences are stored in a data set and, when a Q-learning update iteration is executed, a sample of experiences is drawn uniformly at random from this data set. This removes the correlation of the data used to train the function approximator. Second, a separate neural network for the targets is used, which is only updated every fixed number of steps. By doing this, the targets are stationary for periods of time. In [5], the authors successfully parameterize an approximate value function $Q(s, a, \theta)$, using a deep convolutional network where $\theta$ denotes the weights of the neural network. Using convolutional neural networks as function approximator enables efficient learning in which spatial relations in the visual state representation can be utilized.

IV. DRL FOR TUSP

In order to apply the DQN techniques we formulate the TUSP in terms of an (approximate) Markov Decision Process and design a visual representation of the state space.

1) Reinforcement Learning formulation: To fully define a Markov Decision Process we formulate \( \mathcal{S} \): a finite state space, \( \mathcal{A} \): the set of possible actions and \( \mathcal{R} \): the reward function. \( \mathcal{P} \), the transition probabilities, follows as a consequence of the problem instances we will generate for our experiments (as will be explained later). Thus, these probabilities are not explicitly defined here.

State space \( \mathcal{S} \): In order to apply the DQN we have modeled a visual representation of the state space. We make a distinction between two types of states: arrival states (Fig. 3a) and departure states (Fig. 3b), in which respectively an arrival or a departure takes place. Each carriage of a train unit occupies 1 pixel in our state representation. Both arrival and departure states are defined by the following components:

Current shunting yard occupation: In each state, we know exactly which train units of which type are parked on which tracks. Together with the fixed track lengths, this is encoded in our state as a \( 9 \times 33 \) image, which corresponds to the rows 12 to 20 in Fig. 3. The black areas symbolize the restriction to the length of the tracks. Trains can only be parked on the non-black areas of the 9 tracks.

Current arriving or requested departing train: Row 11 in Fig. 3a and row 21 in Fig. 3b show respectively the current arriving train and the train requested for departing. If the event is an arrival, row 11 will be occupied by a train and row 21 will be empty. For a requested departure, row 21 will contain a train, and row 11 will be empty, as visualized in Fig. 3.

5 lookahead arrival and departure events: We restrict the information in the states about the future to the coming \( m_a = 5 \) arrivals and \( m_d = 5 \) departures, which are included as rows 5 to 9 and 23 to 27 respectively in Fig. 3a and 3b. Note that this lookahead includes the current arrival or departure.

Number of carriages that will arrive and depart beyond the 5 lookahead events: We restrict the information in the states about the future to the coming \( m_a = 5 \) arrivals and \( m_d = 5 \) departures, which are included as rows 5 to 9 and 23 to 27 respectively in Fig. 3a and 3b. Note that this lookahead includes the current arrival or departure.

Number of carriages that will arrive and depart beyond the 5 lookahead events: Finally the state contains information about the number of carriages that will still arrive and depart beyond this lookahead window. No information is encoded about train types and order. For the arrivals, rows 0 to 3 are reserved for this in both state types in Fig. 3. For the requested departures, these are rows 29 to 32. The number of colored
(non-blue) pixels corresponds to the number of carriages that will still arrive/depart beyond the arrival/departure lookahead.

**Action space A:** If the event is an arrival, the agent can choose an action \( a \) from \( 1, \ldots, n \) which corresponds to the track the arriving train should be parked on. If the event is a departure request, the agent again can choose a track. The train which is currently at the front of that track, will then be selected for departure.

**Reward function \( R \):** For this experiment we have constructed a simple value function (Equation 1).

\[
r(s, a, s') = \begin{cases} 
0.5 & \text{if correct parking} \\
1 & \text{if correct departure} \\
-1 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \tag{1}
\]

A correct parking means no maximum track occupation is violated. A departure is only correct if the delivered train is of the correct (sub)type.

All these elements together formulate a finite Markov Decision Process. In this formulation we assume that the exact sequence of steps which lead to the current state is not relevant for the algorithm to understand the current state.

2) **Objectives and performance metrics:** The DRL agent aims to maximize its expected reward over the complete time horizon. The way the problem and value function are formulated, implies that we are looking for one of the feasible solutions to the problem.

The performance of our method will be evaluated using two metrics. First, we calculate the percentage of instances in our test set for which a solution is found. Second, we introduce a measure of entropy, with which we quantify to what extent the algorithm follows a strategy when solving the problems.

For this second metric, we look at train subtypes, and in which step of the arrival sequence these types occur. We calculate per train type \( i \) and position \( j \) in the arrival sequence, the probability of being parked on each of the tracks \( k \), for all successfully solved test cases combined. From the non-zero probabilities \( p_{ijk} \), we calculate the entropy \( E(i, j) \) using Equation 2. The entropy will be zero when it is sure that a certain type, when arriving in a certain position of the sequence, will be parked on a certain track. The highest entropy will be achieved when all \( n = 9 \) tracks are equally likely, which gives \( E \approx 2.02 \).

\[
E(i, j) = - \sum_{k=1}^{n} p_{ijk} \ln(p_{ijk}) \tag{2}
\]

We use the entropy measure as a proxy for plan consistency. A practical relevant measure of plan consistency is where trains of specific types are parked. Solving a plan using consistent strategies eases the planning of additional tasks that happen on a shunting yard, and allows for interpretability and ease of use for human planners.

3) **Algorithm:** Our aim is to bring the techniques developed by [5] to the Operations Research field by solving a real-life sequential decision making problem. Using the Reinforcement Learning framework we train an approximate value function \( Q(s, a, \theta) \) based on experiences that the agent collects during training. We use a convolutional neural network which has an architecture similar to the one used in [5]. The input to the network is the \( 33 \times 33 \) state representation as shown in Fig. 3. The first and second hidden layers are convolutional layers which convolve 32 and 64 filters of \( 4 \times 4 \) and \( 2 \times 2 \) respectively, both using a ReLU activation function. The third and final hidden layer is a fully connected layer with 256 units that also uses the ReLU activation function. The output layer is a fully connected linear layer with \( n \) outputs, one for each action. We use only two convolutional layers instead of three as used in [5] since our input dimensions are much smaller. In addition, we lowered the maximum experience memory pool-size in order to enable faster learning of the departure task, which only occurs halfway the problem for the first time. For full details on the DQN we refer to [5].

V. **Experiment Setup**

In order to evaluate our method, we use a problem instance generator developed by NS. This generator generates real-life scenarios of arriving and departure times and train compositions for the arrivals. All arriving activities occur before the first departing activity, which means that this number of train units is also the maximum number of train units that is present on the shunting yard at the same time. Table I shows the train units that are present in our instances and the approximate ratios of occurrence. Approximately half of the arrival events are trains composing of two train units, and half of one train unit. Departing trains always consist of one train unit.

To train the Reinforcement Learning agent, we generate 30,000 problem instances with 14, 15, 16, and 17 train units (7,500 of each number of train units). At these numbers, the problem is reasonable complex: we need to park multiple trains on the same track in order to fit them all. However, we are sure that the total number of carriages is lower than the available space on the tracks. An example of an arrival sequence of 14 train units is: [S4L, S4L], [V6M], [SL6], [SL4], [SL6, SL4], [V4M, V4M4, V4M6], [V4M, V4M4, V4M6]. The brackets indicate trains, consisting of 1 or 2 train units.

Note that there are 10 possible arriving compositions (all units separately, and all combinations of two train units of the same type). There are over 3.5 million unique ways to generate a sequence of 9 train types out of those 10. For the instances with a higher number of trains this is even bigger, and we still do not take into account the departures in this computation. So, during training, the Reinforcement Learning agent only gets to see \(< 1\%\) of the possible scenarios. To

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traintype(subtype)</th>
<th>SLT(4)</th>
<th>SLT(6)</th>
<th>VIRM(4)</th>
<th>VIRM(6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
test the agent’s performance, we have generated another 750 problem instances for each of the four instance sizes, which gives a total of 3,000 test cases.

We will compare the scores on the two performance metrics of our algorithm to the scores of the local search algorithm with full information [2] and a simple greedy algorithm.

The greedy algorithm acts according to the following rules. If an arriving train consists of only 1 train unit type, the greedy algorithm will try to park it behind a train of the same type that already is present on the shunting yard. If that is not possible, and in case the train consists of multiple train unit types, the rule is to put the train on an available empty track. If there is no empty track available, the train will be put on a non-empty track that has enough available space for the train to fit. If no such track exists, the algorithm fails. For the departures, the greedy algorithm will check on which tracks there is a train of the requested type in front, and returns one of those. If no such track exists, the algorithm fails.

Whenever the greedy algorithm has multiple valid actions to choose from, it will pick the track with the highest number. This means the greedy algorithm will always park the first train on the last track, which corresponds to line 20 in Fig. 3.

VI. Experiment Results

The algorithm is set up to train for 150,000 episodes. Every time a new episode begins, a random instance is drawn from the training data. To enable faster learning, the agent can try a maximum of three times to select a correct action from each state. An episode terminates when a problem has been solved, or when 3 times in a row, from the same state, an action has been chosen that resulted in a negative reward. This training procedure takes about 14 hours using the Intel®DevCloud. Note that our DQN implementation is not parallelized and thus only 1 CPU core is used.

a) Solved instances: We repeat our training procedure 4 times to create 4 agents. Their average score and standard deviation, together with the score of the local search approach and the greedy algorithm, are shown in Table II. The local search only fails when there exist no feasible solution to the problem: in that case it is not possible to solve the problem without a crossing to occur: a train that needs to overtake another. The DRL agents solve less problems, but still achieve a good score given the fact that each decision is made using imperfect knowledge about the future. The greedy algorithm only finds a solution to less than 40% of the problem instances in our test set. This underwrites that just using a very simple hand-crafted strategy is not good enough to solve the problem.

TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greedy</td>
<td>39.6%</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>41.3%</td>
<td>37.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRL</td>
<td>83.0% (2.2)</td>
<td>79.8% (2.8)</td>
<td>81.0% (3.2)</td>
<td>80.4% (5.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>91.1%</td>
<td>91.9%</td>
<td>92.8%</td>
<td>93.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) Plan consistency: Fig. 4 reveals the decisions made by the DRL agent for different train compositions, when these arrive first or second in the arrival sequence. The algorithm has made up its mind about preferred tracks for each train composition, including alternative choices depending on the current state. In Fig. 5 the entropy, as measure of certainty where a train will be positioned, is calculated for all train types and all steps in the arrival sequence. This is done for the DRL, local search and greedy solutions. In addition, the aggregated entropy measures for each train type (regardless of the position in the arriving sequence) are shown in Table III.

These results reveal that the DRL algorithm follows a strategy in which for 5 out of 10 possible arrival compositions, a practically fixed track assignment is used since the entropy is always close to zero. The other 5 arrival compositions with higher entropy scores are parked on a larger set of tracks, though in comparison with the results of the local search, the uncertainty of possible tracks is much smaller. Because of the random nature of the local search, it does not score much better than random allocation of arriving trains to tracks, which would result in an entropy score of $E \approx 2.20$. The greedy algorithm performs better than the local search, but worse than the DRL agent in terms of consistency on the instances that it solved. The entropy scores follow from the rules underlying the greedy algorithm. For instance, we find that the first train is always parked on the same track. Also, for the arriving train compositions that only contain 1 train unit type we find higher entropy scores, since these are, when possible, parked behind already present trains. It is obvious from these results that the DRL agent has derived different strategies than those that are implemented in this simple greedy algorithm.

Our experiments show that the DRL algorithm is consistent in parking arriving trains with the same composition on a limited set of tracks.

VII. Conclusion

In this work we have shown that benefits from the recent advancements in Deep Reinforcement Learning can be transferred to problems for which a visual representation of the state space is not obvious. We have shown that using a Deep Reinforcement Learning approach to the TUSP, a sequential decision making problem under uncertainty, leads to consistent solutions. The agent is able to find general strategies under uncertainty at a small cost in terms of a lower number of solved instances in the test set compared to the local search approach [2]. When used in practice, our method is preferred since it can be used in a step-by-step fashion, allows efficient (re)planning, and takes possible disturbances in the future into account. Deep Reinforcement Learning proves to be a promising method to explore further in the context of sequential decision making problems in Operations Research.

Future work directions regarding the application of DRL to the TUSP include scaling to problem instances with more trains and extending the problem formulation to include service activities and more complex shunting yard layouts. Also, more complex value functions can be introduced to prefer
certain solutions over others. More advanced versions of the DQN could help to learn more efficiently when scaling, e.g. by introducing prioritized experience replay [10]. Also, other DRL methods such as the A3C (Asynchronous Advantage Actor Critic) [11] could be of help by enabling benefiting from parallel learners.
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